"Hey Baby, you like guacamole? Cause, I heard Applebee's has some good guacamole, you want to check it out?"

--Jon Flory

"So, if nannite robots picked up trash, if a new baby was small enough, the nannites would pick up the baby, and throw it away"

--Jon Flory

"How long are the ethernet cables?"

"They have five to like forty feet."

"That's long enough to hang yourself with."

--Jon Flory

"Someone say something quotable so I'm not the only one on the quote page."

--Jon Flory

"Be bop bedah bop. ... Shut up Jon. God."

--Jon Flory

"Why am I still talking?"

--Jon Flory

"And then the girl goes 'But I don't want to play the rhinoceros game!'"

--Jon Flory

...Oleksiy talking about learning about how MATLAB works, "I don't care how it works or what's behind it. I just want to use it." Jon: "I'm pretty sure if you had that attitude towards women, I don't think they'd like you... trust me I would know." Derek: " So Jon, you're a women expert?" Jon: " No, I just know a few things."

"I hope no one steals a knife blade, or they might take over the world! Dunh Dunh Dunh."

--Jon Flory

A very rare, only heard once quote: "I don't know what to say right now"

--Jon Flory

"I need to learn not to talk"
After throwing his phone against the wall of the C6- "I did \textit{not} just do that."

"I'm only half a person."

Directed to Lee: "You want to see me naked?"

"It makes a cool sound, squish squish."

"Oh of course, mine always come with happy endings. I don't hit that \textit{hard}."

in a really stereotypical cowboy voice: "This building ain't big enough for the two of us Alden"

Non-Jon Quotes
Derek at breakfast, with random song playing at UDCC:

"Is this Salt-N-Pepa?"

somewhat of a long pause...

Lee: "No, I'm pretty sure it's TLC."

Derek: "Oh yeah, good call."

Aaron talking about a cheese grater:

"Wow...that's a grate design."

In Howe: Matt: Hey, Andreea, I sent you some code for you to look over...

Andreea (to her computer) : #!*) you!!

Matt (continuing his last sentence) : ...if you want.

Bryan (oblivious until this point) : WHAT?!

Shortly after a conversation about splinter removal:

Alex: ...and Jana looks disgusted.

Jana (realizing she was spacing out): Oh, no...I was thinking about something else. The face was from before.

Alex: So, you don't have a refresh button, or something?

Jana: Well, yeah. But the face was cached.

A few minutes later:

Alex: I think I need to refresh my tongue.

Lee: I've seen more extreme things. I've been to Boy Scout Camp.

Jon makes a weird gasping noise

Dan: I wish I knew how to spell that so I could put it on the quote page.